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Note: This phenomenon of the paper extending beyond the boards is unique to this style of

book.â€œIsn't it a wonder that out in the pond, smooth wiggly tadpoles lose their tails and grow legs,

and turn into frogs? And that fuzzy caterpillars weave silken cocoons around themselves and go to

sleep, then wake up as pretty moths or butterflies?â€•Itâ€™s a rare nonfiction book thatâ€™s also a

simple, beautiful poem. In this gorgeous Little Golden Book from 1957, Eloise Wilkinâ€™s stunning

and realistic artwork is accompanied by gentle text that brings an awe of nature to the youngest

readers.
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This book goes through the neat things about bugs, ocean life, and more! My 2.5 yr old loves it!

I grew up with the Golden Books and I still have many of them. Many just wore out...I am the eldest

of six, and back in the day, we shared our books (instead of having our own copy). I am now

recreating the library I enjoyed as a child.Eloise Wilkin has illustrated many Golden Books over the

years. The innocence in her watercolors give a magical feel to her books. The Wonders of Nature is

one children love to look at again and again.



There's nothing like a Little Golden book illustrated with the beautiful children of Eloise Wilkins. This

combined her lovely drawings with simple explanations of the delights of nature. Homeschoolers will

enjoy it as something for the little ones to read/look at while Mom or Dad does Science with the

older ones. Adults will enjoy just sitting and relishing the book with their

children/grandchildren/visitors. A wonderful gift for family, friends or the church library.

I grew up on many of the Little Golden Books, so I have a bias. I find vintage Little Golden Books

kinder in character, more pleasing to the eye & less abrasive in word than many children's books of

today.

This book is a timeless classic for small children. It beautifully supports a child's awe and love for

the natural world while marveling at biodiversity, demonstrating cultural diversity, and speaking

directly to the reader as it is found to be in second person in the end

Obviously these little golden books classics speak for themselves... The same stories my parents

read to me, same great illustrations... i bought several Of these books to tear the pages out and

make a bunting for a book themed baby shower

An adorable little golden book that has stood the test of time due to its beautiful illustrations. My son

loves to look at all the plants and animals. One of the few non-fiction little golden books.

I love Eloise Wilkin...her art is a throwback to my childhood. A few years ago I looked for some of

her books on , and couldn't find any. I'm so happy to find some now.
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